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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1757356A1] Filter device for the filtration of liquid loaded with protein, polysaccharides and/or fermentation yeast, has cross flow filter
modules, a cross flow membrane filter candle placed inside the housing, and a housing (19) comprising a non-filtrate inlet, a non-filtrate outlet and
filtrate outlet. The filtrate F is drawn transversally to the flow of non-filtrate through the membrane filter candle. A hose pump mechanism is arranged
in a filtrate drain that is connected with the filtrate outlet. The cross-flow filter modules and/or module units are arranged in row manner. Filter device
for the filtration of liquid loaded with protein, polysaccharides and/or fermentation yeast, has cross flow filter modules, a cross flow membrane filter
candle placed inside the housing, and a housing (19) comprising a non-filtrate inlet, a non-filtrate outlet and filtrate outlet. The filtrate F is drawn
transversally to the flow of non-filtrate through the membrane filter candle. A hose pump mechanism is arranged in a filtrate drain that is connected
with the filtrate outlet. The cross-flow filter modules and/or module units are arranged in row manner. During filtering, the pump mechanism
intermittently pumps filtrate back against the direction of flow while not intermittently blocking the flow of filtrate. The hose pump is continuously
driven with smaller number of revolutions with pause intervals. The filtrate flow is not blocked in normal position of the pump mechanism. The pump
mechanism is arranged between the cross flow filter module and a buffer storage for filtrate. The flow direction and/or feed direction of the pump are
opposed to the flow direction of the filtrate. The pump mechanism comprises a tube pump and exhibits a tube (26) and a rotary sliding block (18).
The rotary sliding block compresses the tube in its rotation in a first angle area beta , and the non-filtrate is supplied against the flow direction. The
rotary sliding block does not compress the tube in a second angle area alpha , and the filtrate not-blocked by the hose pump flows into the filtrate
flow direction. An independent claim is included for a procedure for the filtration of liquid loaded with protein, polysaccharides and/or yeast.
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